
*** 2007 BattleTech Invitational - www.MechCorps.com - Houston Texas ***

MechWarrior: just a bot

Score: 10391

Kills: 11

Pilot: 'Mech: Score: Kills: Deaths: just a bot Jose Rocker HamHouke

just a bot Thor 10391 11 2 0 / 0 4 / 3536 3 / 3065 4 / 3790

Jose Mad Cat 2745 2 4 1 / 817 0 / -41 1 / 1112 0 / 857

Rocker Mad Cat 1856 2 4 1 / 803 0 / 379 0 / 0 1 / 674

HamHouke Loki 794 0 5 0 / 251 0 / 393 0 / 150 0 / 0

Mission Highlights

Mission: ScarabStronghold Date: 09/14/2007

Drop Time: Day Time: 21:14

Visibility: Good. Game: Attrition

(00:24) Jose's Mad Cat suffers a direct hit to it's RightArm from

just a bot's ClanLRM10. just a bot targets and fires the

ClanMachineGun; Jose cries in dismay as the Mad Cat's LeftLeg

is damaged.   (00:29) Smoke and fire are trailing from Jose's Mad

Cat, all results of the ClanMachineGun blast inflicted by just a bot.

just a bot fires the Thor's ClanMediumPulse and decimates the

RightArm of Jose's Mad Cat.   (00:36) just a bot fires the Thor's

ClanMachineGun and decimates the CenterTorso of Jose's Mad

Cat.

(00:59) Jose is delivered unto the inferno with regards from

just a bot.

(01:11) Dense black smoke pours from HamHouke's RightLeg as

a result of just a bot's targeted hit.   (01:18) Dense black smoke

pours from HamHouke's LeftLeg as a result of just a bot's

targeted hit.   (01:24) HamHouke's Loki takes a devastating hit in

the RightLeg from just a bot.

(01:24) HamHouke's life flashes as just a bot reduces the Loki

to a burning wreck.

(02:00) Rocker takes a severe wound to the RightLeg as just a

bot aims for the Mad Cat again.

(02:15) Rocker racks up another kill marker from reducing

just a bot's Thor to rubble!

(02:56) just a bot racks up another kill marker from reducing

HamHouke's Loki to rubble!

(03:05) Jose's Mad Cat suffers a direct hit to it's CenterTorso from

just a bot's ClanMachineGun. just a bot fires the Thor's

ClanMachineGun and decimates the LeftLeg of Jose's Mad Cat.

(03:17) just a bot earns the revenge of Jose after the tragic

destruction of the Mad Cat.

(03:48) HamHouke's Loki suffers a direct hit to it's LeftLeg from

just a bot's ClanMachineGun.

(04:21) HamHouke is delivered unto the inferno with regards

from just a bot.

(04:43) Another kill marker is given up by Rocker, as just a

bot celebrates victory.

(05:00) Fresh paint is applied to Jose's Mad Cat to mark the

destruction of just a bot's Thor!

(05:49) Fire boils from the damaged RightLeg of Jose's Mad Cat

after just a bot hits it with a ClanMediumPulse.   (05:52) Smoke

and fire are trailing from Jose's Mad Cat, all results of the

ClanMachineGun blast inflicted by just a bot.

(05:55) Jose is delivered unto the inferno with regards from

just a bot.

(06:16) Rocker's Mad Cat takes a devastating hit in the RightLeg

from just a bot. Rocker's Mad Cat suffers a direct hit to it's LeftArm

from just a bot's ClanMachineGun.   (06:20) Dense black smoke

pours from Rocker's RightTorso as a result of just a bot's targeted

hit.   (06:33) Smoke and fire are trailing from Rocker's Mad Cat, all

results of the ClanMachineGun blast inflicted by just a bot.

(06:45) Fire boils from the damaged CenterRearTorso of Rocker's

Mad Cat after just a bot hits it with a ClanMachineGun.   (06:50)

Fire boils from the damaged LeftTorso of Rocker's Mad Cat after

just a bot hits it with a ClanMachineGun.

(06:52) just a bot racks up another kill marker from reducing

Rocker's Mad Cat to rubble!

(07:35) HamHouke's Loki suffers a direct hit to it's LeftArm from

just a bot's ClanMachineGun.

(07:47) Fresh paint is applied to just a bot's Thor to mark the

destruction of HamHouke's Loki!

(07:54) just a bot's Thor destroys Jose's Mad Cat!

(08:02) just a bot damages Rocker's LeftLeg.   (08:06) just a bot

fires the Thor's ClanMachineGun and decimates the LeftLeg of

Rocker's Mad Cat.   (08:09) Dense black smoke pours from

Rocker's LeftArm as a result of just a bot's targeted hit. Rocker's

Mad Cat suffers a direct hit to it's RightArm from just a bot's

ClanMachineGun.   (08:15) Rocker takes a severe wound to the

LeftLeg as just a bot aims for the Mad Cat again.

(08:32) Rocker is delivered unto the inferno with regards from

just a bot.

(09:01) Smoke and fire are trailing from Rocker's Mad Cat, all

results of the ClanMachineGun blast inflicted by just a bot. just a

bot's Thor fires the ClanMachineGun and damages the LeftArm of

Rocker's Mad Cat.   (09:14) just a bot's Thor fires the

ClanMediumPulse and damages the LeftTorso of Rocker's Mad

Cat.   (09:24) Fire boils from the damaged LeftTorso of Rocker's

Mad Cat after just a bot hits it with a ClanMachineGun.   (09:35)

Smoke and fire are trailing from Rocker's Mad Cat, all results of

the ClanMediumPulse blast inflicted by just a bot.   (09:39) just a

bot damages Rocker's RightLeg.   (09:44) Rocker's Mad Cat

suffers a direct hit to it's LeftTorso from just a bot's

ClanMachineGun. just a bot fires the Thor's ClanMachineGun and

decimates the RightTorso of Rocker's Mad Cat.   (09:51) just a

bot's Thor fires the ClanUltraAC10 and damages the RightLeg of

Rocker's Mad Cat.



*** 2007 BattleTech Invitational - www.MechCorps.com - Houston Texas ***

MechWarrior: Jose

Score: 2745

Kills: 2

Pilot: 'Mech: Score: Kills: Deaths: just a bot Jose Rocker HamHouke

just a bot Thor 10391 11 2 0 / 0 4 / 3536 3 / 3065 4 / 3790

Jose Mad Cat 2745 2 4 1 / 817 0 / -41 1 / 1112 0 / 857

Rocker Mad Cat 1856 2 4 1 / 803 0 / 379 0 / 0 1 / 674

HamHouke Loki 794 0 5 0 / 251 0 / 393 0 / 150 0 / 0

Mission Highlights

Mission: ScarabStronghold Date: 09/14/2007

Drop Time: Day Time: 21:14

Visibility: Good. Game: Attrition

(00:14) Fire boils from the damaged LeftArm of HamHouke's Loki

after Jose hits it with a ClanMachineGun. Jose targets and fires

the ClanMediumPulse; HamHouke cries in dismay as the Loki's

LeftArm is damaged.   (00:19) Jose's Mad Cat fires the

ClanMachineGun and damages the RightTorso of HamHouke's

Loki. Smoke and fire are trailing from HamHouke's Loki, all results

of the ClanMachineGun blast inflicted by Jose.   (00:45) Smoke

and fire are trailing from Rocker's Mad Cat, all results of the

ClanLRM10 blast inflicted by Jose. Rocker's Mad Cat takes a

devastating hit in the CenterTorso from Jose.

(00:59) The burning wreckage of Jose's Mad Cat is a reminder

to all of the prowess of just a bot's battle skills!

(02:37) Rocker's Mad Cat takes a devastating hit in the

RightTorso from Jose. Jose targets and fires the

ClanMachineGun; Rocker cries in dismay as the Mad Cat's

CenterTorso is damaged.   (02:41) Smoke and fire are trailing

from Rocker's Mad Cat, all results of the ClanLRM10 blast

inflicted by Jose. Jose's Mad Cat fires the ClanMachineGun and

damages the RightArm of Rocker's Mad Cat.

(02:44) Another kill marker is given up by Rocker, as Jose

celebrates victory.

(03:01) Jose's Mad Cat fires the ClanERLargeLaser and damages

the RightTorso of just a bot's Thor. Smoke and fire are trailing

from just a bot's Thor, all results of the ClanMachineGun blast

inflicted by Jose. just a bot's Thor takes a devastating hit in the

LeftLeg from Jose.   (03:09) Fire boils from the damaged LeftLeg

of just a bot's Thor after Jose hits it with a ClanMachineGun.

(03:17) The thunderous explosion of Jose's Mad Cat is music

to the ears of just a bot!

(04:05) Rocker takes a severe wound to the RightTorso as Jose

aims for the Mad Cat again. Rocker's Mad Cat takes a devastating

hit in the RightTorso from Jose. Jose damages Rocker's

LeftTorso. Rocker's Mad Cat takes a devastating hit in the

LeftTorso from Jose. Jose targets and fires the ClanLRM10;

Rocker cries in dismay as the Mad Cat's RightTorso is damaged.

Rocker's Mad Cat takes a devastating hit in the CenterTorso from

Jose.   (04:08) Jose damages Rocker's CenterTorso.   (04:13)

Dense black smoke pours from Rocker's RightTorso as a result of

Jose's targeted hit. Jose fires the Mad Cat's ClanMachineGun and

decimates the LeftTorso of Rocker's Mad Cat. Rocker's Mad Cat

takes a devastating hit in the LeftTorso from Jose.   (04:17) Jose

fires the Mad Cat's ClanERLargeLaser and decimates the LeftLeg

of Rocker's Mad Cat.   (04:43) Jose's Mad Cat fires the

ClanMachineGun and damages the LeftLeg of Rocker's Mad Cat.

(04:57) just a bot takes a severe wound to the RightTorso as Jose

aims for the Thor again.

(05:00) Best wishes in the afterlife are presented to just a bot

from Jose.

(05:23) Jose targets and fires the ClanMachineGun; HamHouke

cries in dismay as the Loki's LeftTorso is damaged.   (05:26) Jose

targets and fires the ClanMachineGun; HamHouke cries in dismay

as the Loki's RightTorso is damaged. Jose damages HamHouke's

LeftTorso.   (05:31) Jose damages HamHouke's RightLeg.

(05:42) Jose targets and fires the ClanMachineGun; HamHouke

cries in dismay as the Loki's RightTorso is damaged. HamHouke

takes a severe wound to the CenterTorso as Jose aims for the

Loki again.   (05:49) Jose damages HamHouke's LeftArm.

HamHouke takes a severe wound to the LeftLeg as Jose aims for

the Loki again. Jose's Mad Cat fires the ClanMachineGun and

damages the CenterTorso of HamHouke's Loki.   (05:53) Fire

boils from the damaged CenterTorso of HamHouke's Loki after

Jose hits it with a ClanMachineGun.

(05:55) Jose's Mad Cat is put out of it's misery by a

devastating shot from just a bot.

(07:00) Jose damages HamHouke's RightLeg.   (07:30) Fire boils

from the damaged CenterTorso of HamHouke's Loki after Jose

hits it with a ClanMachineGun.

(07:54) Smoking wreckage is all that's left of Jose's Mad Cat

after just a bot delivers the fatal blow!

(08:45) Fire boils from the damaged RightArm of HamHouke's

Loki after Jose hits it with a ClanERLargeLaser.   (09:19) Jose

fires the Mad Cat's ClanMediumPulse and decimates the

RightArm of HamHouke's Loki. Jose targets and fires the

ClanLRM10; HamHouke cries in dismay as the Loki's RightTorso

is damaged. Jose damages HamHouke's RightArm.   (09:25)

HamHouke takes a severe wound to the RightTorso as Jose aims

for the Loki again. Jose damages HamHouke's RightTorso. Jose

damages HamHouke's RightTorso. HamHouke takes a severe

wound to the RightTorso as Jose aims for the Loki again.   (09:29)

Dense black smoke pours from HamHouke's Special-1 as a result

of Jose's targeted hit.   (09:43) Jose's Mad Cat fires the

ClanERLargeLaser and damages the CenterTorso of

HamHouke's Loki.


